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Abstract — A numerical simulation has been carried out to investigate the effect of axial spacing between two reversed rotating 
rotors of a counter rotating axial fan on the performance and the detailed flow structure. In this research, the axial spacing is set 
up 30% blade span, five other cases with axial spacing equal to 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 100% blade span, respectively. It was found 
that the efficiency is increased first and then decreased with range of axial spacing being from 30% to 100%, and it reaches the 
maximum during the range from 50% to 60%. Local flow field structure such as static pressure coefficients, limiting streamline 
and entropy across turbine stage are analyzed. Increasing the axial spacing size may improve quality of flow field, when the axial 
spacing was bigger than 50%, it could not affect flow field noticeably, however, increasing the axial spacing can improve the 
performance of the counter rotating fan but the loss of mixing is enhanced. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Some fans like ventilator and compressor are the 
mechanics used for transporting gas; they transfer the 
external input mechanical energy into pressure energy. 
Counter-rotating axial fan aroused people’s significant 
attention in 1930, due to huge potential for improving fan 
performance. Because of the requirement for fan designing 
are getting more and more rigorous currently, more compact 
overall structure, higher pressure coefficient, better air 
reversing performance and enhanced efficiency, experts have 
emphasized on the research of contra-rotating system. They 
discovered that axial spacing has major effect on fan 
performance, blade reliability and noises etc. Sharma1 
experimentally tested the performance of counter-rotating 
axial fan, he researched the influence of some factors such as 
speed ratio, rotor stagger, and axial spacing on fan 
performance, the result showed that axial spacing between 
rotors and speed ratio of rotors has large impact on fan 
performance and stalling features. Bhaskar Roy2 found that 
fan presents on optimal performance when axial spacing is 
50% of first-stage blade chord. With advance of the 
computational fluid dynamics technology3-6, some recent 
numerical investigations reveal the causal links between 
axial spacing and fan performance7. Moreover, some factors 
like counter-rotation occurred between two stage blade rows 
of counter-rotating fan, strongly interferential effect resulted 
in noise and blade damage. Wang Yangang7 showed attack 
angle and deviation angle might also be affected because of 
different two-stage axial spacing of counter-rotating fan. 
However, flow field structure of counter-rotating fan with 
various axial spacing and loss mechanism were rarely 

researched. Therefore, it is necessary to explore influencing 
parameters of counter-rotating fan and its influence process 
according to the change of axial spacing, with the purpose of 
providing basis for the design of high-efficient counter-
rotating fan. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

This paper took a mining used counter rotating axial fan 
as research object. Its design speed was 980 rpm, outer 
diameter of impeller was 2000mm, hub ratio was 0.618 and 
design flow was 62 m3/s with blade number of front and 
back stage being of 19 and 17 respectively. Moreover, Rotor 
1 was counterclockwise, while Rotor 2 was clock wise 
rotation when it was observed from inlet to downstream. 
Among them, chord b of rotor blade root at upstream was 
225 mm. In order to illustrate the influence of axial spacing 
on performance of counter-rotating fan, 6 sets of rotating 
axial spacing were designed in this paper, namely: 30%b, 
40%b, 50%b, 60%b, 70%b and 100%b. besides, numerical 
simulation was also applied here for deep exploration. 

Computational domain of counter rotating axial fan was 
consisted of Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 and its extended section, 
Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 as shown in Figure 1. Meshing of the 
computational domain were done using the commercial 
software ICEM. All hexahedral grid was used for grid 
generation. “H-O-H” grid distribution along axial direction 
was adopted in Computational domain for better mesh 
orthogonality, which means “H” type grid was employed in 
entrance zone and exit zone and its extended section, while 
“O” type grid was used in blade path area. Except that, Rotor 
2 was disposed by the reduced method [11] and its blade 
number was changed as 19. Tip clearance was not 
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considered for the rotor. Each axial spacing and stage 
required modeling and grid generation of fluid domain 
consisting of all the components. Numerical verifications 
were conducted for the normal case with three different 
meshes of 0.6, 1.1, and 1.6 million cells. The differences in 
the turbine stage efficiency were 1.2% between the coarse 
and the medium meshes, and 0.5% between the medium and 
the fine meshes. It was determined that the medium mesh 
with 1.1 million cells gave sufficient accuracy for the 
computation. 

The numerical computation used for this study is a 
commercial software CFX. Moreover, three-dimensional 
steady Navier-Stokes equation was solved by applying finite 
element-based finite volume method and a two-equation 
standard k-ε model was adopted in turbulent model. Air ideal 
gas was considered as the working fluid. Inlet flow was 
assumed to be axial entry and uniform with no swirl. All 
surfaces were given smooth wall with no-slip boundary 
condition. Total pressure and total temperature at inlet was 
specified as boundary conditions, and pressure at outlet was 
specified as boundary condition. Different condition 
characteristics under same rotating speed were obtained 
through changing given outlet static pressure. Computation 
cannot convergent when changing static pressure value was 
regarded as fan stalling at this time. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Grid of Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 

III. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

Figure 2 was the flow-efficiency curve of counter-
rotating fan with different axial spacing, where “b” was root 
chord of front-stage blade. It could be seen from the figure 
that under designing rotate speed, fan efficiency is increased 
first and then decreased when axial spacing rising from 
30%b to 100%b. Besides, it got the minimum when axial 
spacing was 30%b and reached the maximum when axial 
spacing was from 50%b to 60%b. the efficiency would 
decline gradually if axial spacing was kept rising after it was 
up to 60%b and it would drop more than 3% with the axial 
spacing being of 100%b. According to numerical simulation, 
the widest working range could be achieved when fan 
efficiency was 30%. It indicated that axial spacing can be 
able to change fan efficiency under certain flow-rate and 
plays determining role for the relationship between fan flow-
rate and efficiency. Figure 3 presented efficient changes of 
Rotor1, Rotor2 and Counter stage with kinds of axial 
spacing. It could be observed from the figure that efficiency 
of Rotor 1 gets the peak when axial spacing is 50%b and 
Rotor 2 climbs the maximum when it is 60%b; the overall 
change tendency of Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 was in consistent 
with that of Counter stage. Those might be because axial 
spacing is so narrow that potential interference between 
blade rows of two stages is strong, attack angle is increased, 
randomness of wake and secondary flow is enhanced and 
flow separation of blade is enlarged. In addition, flow was 
chaos at back stage inlet. All of these factors led to the 
decrease of fan efficiency. As wake was fully developed and 
adequately mixed with mainstream along with the growth of 
flow path to increase the loss. Except that, the flow was more 
homogeneous with the axial spacing increasing and 
secondary flow within flow path became weak and order; 
moreover, axial velocity of flow was increased, but the faster 
of axial velocity, the bigger loss of boundary layer in blade 
surface of Rotor 1 and efficient was declined accordingly. 
What’s more, fully mixture between high entropy wake and 
mainstream also prevented performance ability of Rotor 2, so 
that its efficient was dropped as well. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Efficiency of Counter Rotating Fan with Mass Flow Rate in different axial spacing 
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Figure 3.  Comparison of Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 with Counter Rotating Fan stage between different axial spacing 
 
 

Figure 4 described the distribution of static pressure 
coefficient with Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 blade heights. 
According to the figure, the pressure dropped quickly with 
rapidly rising of flow speed after stagnation point. In terms 
of pressure surface, flow sped up faster at about 15% part of 
front end, the pressure is dropped quickly and static pressure 
coefficient became very gentle after bypassing front edge. 
On the suction surface, flow expanded and accelerated 
rapidly with largely steep of static pressure curve. Pressure 
coefficient dropped below 0, and it raised till near 0 step by 
step after passing throat. Moreover, slop of increased 
segment of suction surface was more than pressure surface. 
For Rotor 1, on the basis of different axial spacing, variation 
of static pressure coefficient at pressure surface and at 
suction surface were basically same, from which it could be 

deduced that axial spacing has little influence on blade-load 
of Rotor 1. For Rotor 2, changes of static pressure coefficient 
at suction surface were more than that of corresponding 
coefficient at pressure surface and blade load was enlarged 
as well. Meanwhile, when comparing small axial spacing 
with big axial spacing, transverse pressure gradients near the 
middle of blade cascade with various blade heights were all 
enlarged obviously which lead to the enhancement of 
transverse secondary flow in the mid part of blade cascade. 
The strength of transverse secondary flow directly impacted 
on the change of flow angle in blade outlet, which might 
result in big separation between deviation angle and outlet 
airflow. The conclusion that small axial spacing decreases 
the efficiency of counter-rotating fan was thus improved. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of static pressure coefficient with axial clearance changes at different leaf position 
 
 

Figure 5 demonstrated limiting streamline of hub and two 
stage blade for counter-rotating fan with different axial 
spacing, and limiting streamline Rotor 2. It could be clearly 
seen the reserve cutting of downstream rotor for upstream 
wake. In terms of hub part, there existed apparent vortex 
around end wall of Rotor 1 suction surface wake. Such 
vortex might be related to increase and separation of suction 
layers which was near end wall, and strongly transverse flow 
also contributed to its development. The strongest vortex 
occurred and the phenomenon of trailing edge separation 
was the most obvious when axial spacing was 30%b, if it 
was compared with 50b% and 70%b of spacing. Flow order 
at 50b% of spacing was not good than 70%b of spacing with 

little difference. The outlet flow angle of Rotor 1 with big 
outlet deviation angle when axial spacing is 30%b, while, 
situation of flow angle is good with axial spacing being of 
50%b and 70%b. And bigger attack angle of Rotor 2 exists 
when axial spacing was 30%b; while, the attack angle was 
small with the axial spacing being of 50%b and 70%b. The 
limiting streamline near trail edge of Rotor 2 blade root rises 
along suction surface. Low energy fluid cross-flowed in trail 
edge flowed out under the co-actions of centrifugal force and 
blade force. it was the most obvious when axial spacing was 
30%b which rises 1/4 of blade height; while, the rising 
height at 70%b was slight higher than that at 50%b. 
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Figure 5. Limiting streamline of Rotors 
 
 

Figure 6 described that with increase of axial spacing, 
both high entropy area and low entropy area in S3 stream 
surface entropy cloud map are declined , which indicated that 
mixing process of front rotor wake and mainstream become 
more fully and more homogeneous. Therefore, with the 
increase of axial spacing, mixing loss was enlarged. 

Although inlet flow quality of Rotor 2 could be enhanced 
with the increase of axial spacing, it might not be efficient in 
improving fan performance, because the loss was also 
determined by mixing loss.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  S3 stream surface entropy nephogram at 5% of inlet axial chord of Rotor 2 inlet 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, three-dimensional RNS simulations of 
compressible flows in a counter-rotating axial fan have been 
performed to investigate the effects of axial spacing between 
two rotors on performance and flow features.  

As the axial spacing is increased, the whole stage 
efficiency reaches the optimum with the range of axial 
spacing being from 50%b to 60%b, besides, Rotor 1 and 
Rotor 2 get the peak at 50%b and 60%b respectively. Static 

pressure coefficient shows that axial space has little effect on 
blade load of Rotor 1 but has big impact on blade load of 
Rotor 2, small spacing makes transverse pressure gradient 
increases in the middle of blade of Rotor 2. Both vortex and 
separation decrease along with the increase of axial spacing. 
It can be observed from the entropy cloud map that axial 
spacing can be able to enhance the inlet flow quality of Rotor 
2, but mixing loss is enlarged meanwhile. 
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